A new parallel algorithm for simulating Ising spin systems is presented. The sequential prototype is the n-fold way algorithm [2], which is efficient but is hard to parallelize using conservative methods. Our parallel algorithm is optimistic. Unlike other optimistic algorithms, e.g., Time Warp, our algorithm is synchronous. It also belongs t o the class of simulations known as "relaxation" [3]; hence it is named "synchronous relaxation." We derive performance guarantees for this algorithm. If N is the number of PES, then under weak assumptions we show that the number of correct events processed per unit of time is, on average, at least of order N/logN. All communication delays, processing time, and busy waits are taken into account.
Introduction
The Ising model of computational physics was introduced in 1925 [7] for describing magnetization phenomena. It has since been in use both for its original purpose, and as a computational metaphor in areas ranging from economics [lo] t o wireless communications [l, 41 t o material science [16] .
In a simple version of the model we have a planar lattice of atoms, each of which may be in one of two spin states, + l or -1. The atoms flip their spins stochastically in a way that depends only on the states of their nearest neighbors, on an external magnetic field, and on temperature.
Ising spin simulations have always been slow. There have been a number of proposals for speeding them up. The fastest available serial algorithm that does not violate the stochastic properties of the procedure by Metropolis et al. [14] is the n-fold way algorithm [2] . A parallel version of the n-fold way was proposed in [ll, 121 and implemented in [9] . Its speedup with respect t o the serial n-fold way algorithm was not very high in low temperature. This was because at low temperature the algorithm performed many tentative calculations of flips that were rejected at the end. In the procedure atoms along the boundaries of regions hosted by different processing elements were subject t o such rejections; only atoms in the interior of regions were not. As the rejection rate asymptotically approaches loo%, even if the fraction of atoms on the boundaries is small, the rejection overhead becomes the dominant bottleneck in simulation. Note that the main advantage of the n-fold way over the procedure in [14] is absence of rejections.
The parallel algorithms in [ll, 121 are conservative.
Herein we describe a new algorithm for Ising spin simulations whose aim is t o eliminate the drawbacks associated with rejections. The algorithm is optimistic; it belongs t o the class of 'Lrelaxation" simulations [3] . It is also a synchronous algorithm, and as such, it differs from Time Warp [8] . Our "synchronous relaxation" implements the n-fold way algorithm in parallel by repeatedly generating a time segment of the spin flip trajectory. After each iteration, the PES exchange information they generated, and correct the errors thus revealed. Unlike conservative schemes in [ll, 121, computations 
The Ising model
In the model atoms are located at the vertices of a rectangular subset G of an orthogonal lattice. A configuration is defined by the spin variables s (~) = f l for atoms v E G. In accordance with [14], the time evolution of the configuration is a sequence of single spin updates: given a configuration, define the next configuration by choosing a vertex v uniformly at random and changing s(v) t o -s(v) with independent probability p , computed as described in the next paragraph. With probability 1 -p , the s(v) remains unchanged.
Computing the probability p = p ( v ) involves the 4 
(t).
It follows that given the time ~i -1 of the (i -1)th flip, the time of the ith flip can be generated as
where Vi is the ith independent sample of a random (0,l) uniformly distributed variable. The first spin flip time 71 can be generated as in (3.4) with i = 1 if we formally set TO = 0.
We should then select the atom whose spin is to flip. This is done in three phases. In Phase 1 we generate an independent random (0,l) uniformly distributed variable t;. In Phase 2 we choose a class k, t o which the atom to be flipped belongs. This is done by linearly scanning the sequence of classes k = 1,2, ... n while summing the weights of their chances to be selected
Once the inequality
In Phase 3 we choose an atom in class k,. All atoms in each class are maintained in a linear order. To determine the index of an atom in the order we take the normalized residual Ri of the random sample
Vi. This is defined as where k, is the class index found in Phase 2. The required index is then access index = L&Nk,] + 1.
(3.8) Note that each spin flip changes the class membership of several atoms. We omit here the discussion of an elaborate data structure [2] which maintains the classes in the computer memory so that the atoms in the classes are positioned in the required linear order. We note that it only takes O(1) computations t o adjust this order at each spin flip. Experiments 
Synchronous relaxation: a general formulation
Suppose that a simulation of a system is to be performed on a multiprocessor with N processing elements (PES). Our procedure is to give each PE a subsystem t o host, and have the PE produce the history of that subsystem.
Each P E will keep track of the simulated time before which all simulated histories are known; this quantity is called committed time. Committed time increases in steps, in synchrony among all PES; its value is common t o all PES. Each step consists of several iterations. At each iteration, each P E produces a tentative or speculative history of the subsystem it hosts beyond the current committed time. The PE extends its local history until its local time reaches the committed time plus TmU, where Tmax is the step size of committed time increases. Since subsystems are, in general, connected, in order to produce a correct local history, a P E needs to know the correct local histories of other PES. But they are not known, because other PES are in the same quandary. If, by some miracle, a PE knew the correct histories of all others, then it would produce a correct history for itself; when all PES produce correct histories, then the next committed time will become committed time plus TmU. So all we have to explain is how to achieve this miracle.
The mechanism is by iterations. During the first iteration, each P E makes the simplest assumption about the histories of the other PES; we call this the canonical assumption. For example, it may assume that the states of the other subsystems do not change. This assumption will enable it to produce its own history. After all the PES generate local history for an additional T,, units of simulated time, they compare their histories. This comparison is done in synchrony, in the sense that the PES perform the comparison only after they have all completed the previous task of generating their histories. As a rule, there will be inconsistencies between the assumed and actual (generated) histories of other PES. If so, the PES need to perform more iterations.
During subsequent iterations, if a P E needs to know the local history of another PE, it uses that history generated in the last iteration. The goal of producing correct histories at a step is achieved if no P E detects any inconsistencies between the assumed and actual history of any other PE. Once this hap-pens, all PES increase committed time by Tmax, and continue.
We now give a representation of the synchronous relaxation algorithm. In the outset of the simulation, committed time is set t o zero. The subsystems hosted by the PES are set to their initial states. Then each P E executes the following code. The execution is asynchronous except for the two c c~y n~h r~n i~e 7 7 statements. While executing a "synchronize," each P E waits for the other PES to reach the same statement.
DO (step) 1. Choose a step size Tmax for committed time increase.
Make canonical assumption about
other PES' histories. There are two issues that need t o be addressed we can show that lack of inconsistency is equivalent t o correctness (see [13] ). The preceding algorithm turns out t o be applicable not only to deterministic simulations, but to stochastic simulations, too, using the following technique. Sequences of (pseudo)random numbers are employed in stochastic simulations. We should treat these sequences as deterministic. To this end, all we have to do is t o reuse the (pseudo)random numbers generated at an iteration, during the course of the following iterations. An extreme way of effecting this is to generate all random numbers in a list before the rest of the simulation begins. This is a helpful way to think about simulation, whether or not it turns out to be a practical method in any instance.
The general description above may not give enough details for a specific implementation. Furthermore, it may not be clear how t o estimate the efficiency of the algorithm; specifically, how t o bound the number of iterations in each step. The next sections will fill in these details for the Ising model.
Synchronous relaxation for Ising simulation
In this section we detail the synchronous relaxation algorithm for Ising simulation using the n-fold way algorithm. While simulations can be implemented correctly even if different PES run different serial algorithms to generate local history, we are interested in high performance, so we will concentrate on a parallelization of the most efficient serial algorithm. We follow the algorithm outlined in Section 4. The set G is partitioned into subsets Gi, 1 5 i 5 N , and each Gi is hosted by a separate processing element, PEi. Each Gi corresponds t o a subsystem in the general description of Section 4. As before, the boundary of Gi is denoted 8Gi. and subtle, our discussion will be lengthy. We split it into several cases. First iteration, first step.
Thanks t o the canonical assumption, the procedure executed by each PE in this case is almost a literal repetition of the sequential algorithm described in Sec- The Ui feeds formula (3.4), which generates ri, given ri-1 and given the previous system state. The Vi feeds the procedure that selects the class of the atom vi to flip and selects the vi's index according t o formulas (3.7) and (3.8). To compute 71 using (3.4) for i = 1 we formally assume TO = 0. As in the sequential case, this can be done, because the state of the system at time t, = 0 is known. The computations continue for as long as 7 i computed by (3.4) is smaller than t,+Tm,. The last 7% that satisfies this condition becomes 7,.
Steps (b), (c), and (d), that follow are obvious. Note that while comparing the generated histories with the assumed histories, as required in step (c), the PE pays attention only at the single layer of atoms that border its region. This is due to the specific neighborhood structure that consists of 4 neighbors which we have assumed in our Ising model (see Section 2). If the geometry were different (e.g., more dimensions, leading to more neighbors; or deeper penetration of influence) then we might need to check more atoms.
After exchanging information about their produced histories in step (c), the PES detect inconsistencies. Any boundary flip generated at the initial iteration causes inconsistencies in neighbors, because of the canonical assumption that there were no flips in boundaries. The communication in step (c) leads the PES to have new assumptions about the histories of their neighbors, in place of the canonical assumption. Subsequent iterations, first step. After the PES synchronize in step (d), they execute step (a) again. The first important distinction of this parallel procedure from its sequential prototype is that the feeding sequence ( U I , VI), (U2, VZ), . . . of random numbers at the subsequent iterations has to be the same as at the first iteration. No new random sample Ui or vi in place of the previously generated one should be produced. This is in keeping with the notion given at the end of Section 4 that these numbers are viewed as presimulated, and need to be used in order.
As in the first iteration, each old Ui is employed to generate ri and each old vi is employed to select atom vi for the flip. Because of different boundary conditions, the resulting ri and selected vi will generally differ from those computed at the previous iteration. Moreover, the second main distinction between parallel and serial algorithms is that computing ri, given ri-I and given the system state at time ri-1, is not as straightforward as simply applying A more general method adjusts ri so as to satisfy the following equation will have the random numbers drawn in order, and so additional random numbers must be drawn after the original ones are used. In particular, the random number Um+1 that caused rm+l to exceed TmaX would be the first one used if more random numbers are needed. If fewer flips are needed, we save unused random numbers for possible use in future iterations or subsequent time steps. Iterations of the synchronous relaxation steps a, b, c, and d continue until all PES realize that the assumptions they made at the beginning of an iteration agree with the information they receive at the iteration's end; that is, the times ri and flipped atoms vi are the same as in the previous-iteration assumption and this hold for all ri < T, , .
This signals that it is time t o advance the committed time t o t , = T,, for a new time step, and to continue with a new round of iterations if necessary. Subsequent steps. The only difference of this situation from those already described is in defining initial conditions. Whereas 70 = 0 at the first time advancement step and the initial system state is that at time 0, for the following steps, the initial state of the subsystem hosted by a P E is the state resulting from the last simulated event at the previous time advancement step.
Let m be the index of the last spin flip simulated in the previous step. Using the notation above, the last event if any of the previous step was (.rm,vm>. If, by chance, there were no events until now, then m = 0, rm = 0, and U , is undefined. Redefining notations for the current time step, the old T , becomes the for this time step. This 70 is used in this time step in the same way as the TO of the first time step was used. In particular, the 7 1 can be found using either formula (3.4) or by solving equation ( New random numbers may be generated at this time, taken later from a presimulated list than any up until now. This procedure may not be desirable; we simply wanted to point out that for king simulations it leads t o unbiased simulations.
Efficiency
One of the nicest attributes of our algorithm is that it is provably efficient. In this section we outline the assumptions that go into the proof, and give a statement of the result. The detailed proofs can be found in the forthcoming paper [13].
The efficiency result is asymptotic as N , the number of PES, becomes large. Our method is to bound the probabilistic distribution of the number of iterations needed to simulate one step of the algorithm. In addition, we bound the distribution of the amount of work needed to simulate each iteration. We also bound from below the average number of events simulated in each step. These bounds require a particular choice of Tmax as a function of N , and also require some regularity of the model being simulated as N increases. They also require that the load of simulated events remains balanced among the PES as N grows. Specifically, suppose that the temperature is bounded away from zero during the entire time interval being simulated, and that X is bounded and is bounded away from zero, so that the ratio between the largest and smallest Poisson rates in the system remains bounded. The blocks of PES may change size as N increases; we suppose that the ratio between the number of atoms hosted by the different PES remains bounded, that the ratio of the number of boundary atoms between any two PES also remains bounded, and that the number of neighbors of any P E remains bounded, all independent of N. We also suppose that the number of boundary atoms per P E grows no faster than logN. We choose T,,, so that for each PE, the number of boundary atoms times T,, is within a constant factor of log N. Clearly, this is possible because of the preceding assumptions. This choice ensures that the maximum and minimum expected number of events occurring among the boundary atoms of any PE during a time interval of length T,, is of order log N .
The preceding assumptions relate to the system being simulated. Our efficiency result also requires some assumptions about the machine doing the simulation. We assume that synchronization can be done in no more than order log N time. We assume that communicating x events from one P E to a neighboring P E takes no more than a constant times xflog N , and that this can be done in parallel, so that if x is the maximum number of events to be communicated from any P E to its neighbor, then all communication can be done in no more than a constant times x + logN time. We suppose that the speed of each PE is within a constant factor of the speed of any other PE; speed is the number of operations per unit of time. We suppose that the unit of time is chosen so that the speeds of the PES is constant as N increases. Now for a bit of notation. For any iteration, we let f represent the maximum total number of events that occur at the boundary atoms of a PE. That is, f is the maximum number of events that need to be communicated at each iteration. We let g denote the number of iterations to complete one step. Our assumptions show that the amount of time required to complete a simulation cycle is bounded above by a constant times f g . Note that f , g , and hence f g are random variables. We let K denote the maximum size of any set consisting of a PE, its neighbors, and their neighbors. K is bounded by the assumption that the set of neighbors is bounded in size.
We write x ss y for real-valued random variables x and y if holds for any real number z.
Under the assumptions delineated in the preceding section, we derive the following results. We also find the following. where X is a geometrically distributed random variable with parameter l / C .
Theorem 1 If the average number of events in a PE
In particular, this theorem shows that E ( g ) 5
C e K l o g N + l / ( C -1 ) and d w < C e K l o g N f
Combining these two theorems, we can bound the average time for a complete simulation cycle of length Tmax. We may find a constant c such that, for large enough N , by Schwarz's inequality, 2/(C -1y.
Since our assumptions show that the amount of time to complete a simulation cycle is no more than prcportional to f g , equation (6.4) gives our bound on the mean real time required to simulate time T,,, = logN. Furthermore our assumptions show that in time T,, = log N we expect to have to within a constant factor NTmaxJGiJXpi events simulated. Therefore, the number of events simulated per unit time is, to within a factor c, which is the efficiency estimate we promised.
We summarize our efficiency result as a theorem.
Theorem 3 Under the assumptions, the eficiency of the simulation is at least of order 1/ log N as N + 00. Specifically, let r ( N , t ) [8] We note that it can be shown that our scaling is optimal, in the sense that by taking a function Tmax = r ( N ) in place of logN, where either r ( N ) / l o g N + 00 or r ( N ) / l o g N + 0 as N + 00, gives strictly worse efficiency. The details of all these results are in the full paper [13] .
